DISCOVER THE NEW H-1B
STANDARD WITH ENVOY
Envoy removes complication, tedium and inefficiencies from the H-1B application process.
We use technology so you have a better, smoother immigration experience from beginning to end.

WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY

WITH TECHNOLOGY

From Lengthy Attorney Interviews to Online Questionnaires
Lengthy conference calls or traveling miles to your
attorney’s office for an in-person interview eats hours of
your time. Not to mention, being billed hourly or charged
consultation fees.

Quick, online H-1B questionnaire tailored to government
forms that remembers past responses and filters remaining
questions appropriately. That’s smart.

From Emailing, Faxing and Overnighting Documents to Quick Uploads
Sending confidential information across unsecure email
servers. Or, sending confidential information to shared
fax machines. Who knows who actually sees it?

Fast, secure document uploads with multi-factor
authentication — simply drag and drop. Only the right
people see the information.

Waiting on FedEx and manually signing documents.

No more overnighting – e-signing makes the process
much faster.

From Playing Middleman and Waiting Days to Waiting Minutes
Waiting days — sometimes even weeks — for emails or
returned calls from attorneys.
Spending time playing middleman and following up for
status updates.

Attorney response times within one hour on average,
through a secure, archived Communication Center. Give
your employees access to attorneys for any and all
questions. You get a full history of conversations without
digging through emails.

From Filing Cabinets to Secure Online Storage
Piles of papers, stuffed into filing cabinets or dozens of
computer folders saved on an unsecure server.

Microsoft Azure cloud security network backed up on
multiple global sites. Safe from prying eyes and no loss
of information.

From Status Calls to Real-Time Updates
Getting updated on your case statuses days later
through billed calls.

Clear timeline of next steps and instant notifications
sent through email and the platform when any
progress is made on your case.

From Spreadsheets to Automated Tracking
Countless spreadsheets and manual tracking, leading
to missed deadlines and expirations.

The platform automatically tracks deadlines,
expirations and customized action items — with
timely reminders so you never miss an important date.

Envoy provides these additional features below, which aren’t
possible with a traditional firm or non-tech immigration provider.
Ideal Employee Experience
With access to attorneys, the application process and their own support team, your H-1B
applicants have a rewarding experience.

Peace of Mind
95%+ attorney case approval rate* shows our dedication to the study and practice of quality visa petition prep.
RFE

RFE Support
We respond to a Request for Evidence from the government at no extra charge.

Flat Rate Pricing
Truly flat-rate billing with no hourly costs or consultation fees.

Learn how Envoy can change your H-1B process for the better. Contact us.
*Approval is not guaranteed in any given case; approval depends on the specific facts and legal circumstances of each case. This excludes a B-2 visas. Website, technology platform and
administrative services provided by EnvoyGlobal.com, Inc., a Delaware corporation. Legal services provided by Envoy-retained attorneys. © 2016, EnvoyGlobal.com, Inc., All Rights Reserved.

